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I
n the highly competitive telecom sector, the
entry of a new operator has always triggered
excitement among consumers and disrup-
tion among incumbents. It happened when

the CDMA-based operators launched services in
2002 and in 2009 when as many as five new 2G op-
erators came onto the scene. On both occasions,
consumers benefited as the new operators
launched services at lower tarifs. But financial
models of telecom companies were disrupted,
leading to consolidation. A similar narrative is
now playing out in the data services space with
the entry of Reliance Jio. The Mukesh Ambani-
backed telecom company’s aggressive pricing
plan has forced incumbent operators to drop data
tarifs by 20-30 per cent which has led to nearly 6
per cent decline in industry revenues. While the
drop in tarifs is good news for bandwidth-hungry
consumers, the declining revenues are forcing an-
other round of consolidation. From as many as 10
operators in each circle a few years ago, there are
just about five operators now — even as voice calls
costing ₹3 per minute are now available for less
than 50 paise. Market leader Bharti Airtel, for in-
stance, has been beefing up its spectrum holding
by acquiring airwaves from smaller operators
such as Telenor and Tikona. The second and third
largest players — Vodafone and Idea Cellular — are
in the process of merging their operations.

The latest move by Reliance to give bundled 4G-
ready handsets practically for free has the poten-
tial to increase mobile broadband users fourfold,
according to CRISIL. However, fears that it may
wipe out many of the financially weaker incum-
bent operators and impact consumer welfare are
not borne out by earlier experiences. The tarif
schemes unveiled by RJio are unlikely to cause ma-
jor disruption. The free feature phone ofer comes
with a condition that the user will be locked into
the RJio network for three years. Previous at-
tempts by operators to lock in Indian subscribers
have not worked. That’s because the Indian mo-
bile-user base is predominantly on the pre-paid
platform which allows them the freedom to shift
to cheaper schemes launched by diferent operat-
ors from time to time. In addition, Jio’s lower-
priced sachet packs of ₹23 and ₹53, being ofered
along with the free phone, are unlikely to be very
popular, given that their validity is restricted to
two days and seven days, respectively. For a full
month, the price of these packs come to ₹322 and
₹212, respectively, which is rather high for a typ-
ical feature-phone user. 

Demands for a regulatory intervention on alleg-
ations of predatory pricing by RJio should not be
entertained. But questions of whether a single
company owning the hardware and software can
give rise to a content monopoly cannot be
brushed aside. Jio’s bundling is diferent from the
practices in advanced markets such as the US. It
owns the handset, most of the apps are likely to be
pre-installed and it is also aggregating content
generation capabilities. Whether one entity own-
ing the medium, the message and the means of
consumption is healthy is something for policy-
makers to mull over.

Inflexion point
RJio ofer can enhance consumer welfare but

raises control issues
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S
canning global media re-
ports ranging from the Wall
Street Journal to broadcasts
by Qatar’s Al Jazeera Net-

work, one has been amazed to see
the extent of coverage of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to Is-
rael. Some reports carried details of
how domestic considerations had
an important role in determining
India’s policies towards Israel. 

It was also noted how despite In-
dia’s support for Arab causes, Saudi
Arabia threatened to cut of oil sup-
plies to India unless New Delhi
closed down the Israeli consulate in
Mumbai — a demand rejected out-
right by Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi. 

Though Israel’s prime minister
and president visited India in the
early years after diplo-
matic relations were es-
tablished in 1991, Indian
leaders fought shy of re-
ciprocating, till recently.
While leaders such as APJ
Abdul Kalam attached the
highest importance to
personally promoting de-
fence contacts with Israel,
there were unfortunately also cases
of defence exchanges being
avoided because of domestic polit-
ical considerations.

No objections
There were virtually no protests or
objections by Arab countries to
Modi’s visit to Israel. Iran alone
voiced reservations. While there
were understandably some care-
fully worded expressions of con-
cern by the Palestinian Authority,
New Delhi had covered its flanks
carefully, having invited Palestine’s

President Mahmoud Abbas to Delhi
a month earlier. India should, how-
ever, ensure that while de-hyphen-
ating relations with Israel and the
Palestinians, like most European
Union countries have done, it re-
mains strongly committed to the
establishment of a viable
Palestinian state, living at peace
with Israel.

India has vital stakes in its west-
ern neighbourhood, extending
from Afghanistan to Turkey across
the oil rich Persian Gulf and the
Gulf of Aden. This is the region from
where we get more than two-thirds
of our oil and gas supplies. Virtually
the entire region is alicted by sec-
tarian Shia-Sunni tensions and civil-
isational Arab-Turkic-Persian
rivalries.

More recently, monarchical rival-
ries between the states of the Arab
Gulf Cooperation Council have be-
come a source of concern. This re-
gion, even more than our eastern
neighbourhood, where PV
Narasimha Rao fashioned an ima-
ginative ‘Look East’ policy based
primarily on regional economic in-

tegration, is crucial for
stability and economic
growth in India. 

It is from our western
neighbourhood that we
get around 65 per cent of
our oil and more than 80
per cent of our gas sup-
plies. Seven million Indi-
ans live in these Arab

Gulf monarchies — Saudi Arabia,
UAE, Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar and
Oman — which are all members of
the Arab Gulf Cooperation Council.

Imaginative approach
Just as Narasimha Rao receives
primary credit for the crafting of In-
dia’s ‘Look East’ policies, Modi has
adopted a realistic ‘Look West’
policy. Imaginative diplomacy, in-
cluding meaningful summit meet-
ings in the last three years, have led
to India attaining a unique position
in the world, of having good and

growing relations with all major
nearby regional powers — Iran,
Saudi Arabia, UAE, Iraq, Egypt and
Israel. 

What has given India added flex-
ibility in its approach is the discov-
ery of vast amounts of shale oil and
gas across the world and most not-
ably in the US and Canada. Several
countries, notably Argentina,
Brazil, Venezuela, Iraq, Russia, Saudi
Arabia and Iraq, are also set to add
to these growing shale energy
hubs. India also has prospects for
shale gas development.

The countries which are most ad-
versely afected by this surfeit of en-
ergy, with production costs around
$ 30-40 a barrel, are the members of
OPEC, especially Iran and its Arab
neighbours. They literally held the
world to ransom pushing oil prices
to over $110 a barrel in 2013. 

Saudi Arabia, Iran and others,
who earlier virtually blackmailed
India with rising oil prices, will find
that deprived of traditional mar-
kets in the US, Europe, West Africa
and Latin America, their future
markets will primarily be major
Asian economies like China, Japan,
India and South Korea. 

There will inevitably be two ma-

jor challenges on issues of energy
security in the years ahead. Can ma-
jor Asian economies, which yearn
for an end to tensions in the Islamic
world, fashion policies to ensure se-
curity of energy supplies? More im-
portantly, the sectarian and civilisa-
tional rivalries and tensions in the
Islamic world have now been accen-
tuated by monarchical rivalries in
Arab Gulf Cooperation Council.
Moreover, for the first time, there’s
a question mark on the continu-
ation of traditional unity within the
Saudi royals. 

The trouble in Saudi Arabia
The emergence of the young and
strongly opinionated Prince Mo-
hammed bin Salman as crown
prince has led to the oil-rich but
cash-strapped Saudi Arabia getting
bogged down in a brutal civil war in
Yemen, where thousands of people
have perished and millions are
homeless. Salman opened another
front by joining Crown Prince Mo-
hammed bin A Zayed of the UAE to
form a coalition including Shia-
dominated but Sunni-ruled
Bahrain and Egypt, to impose sanc-
tions on the gas-rich, neighbouring
kingdom of Qatar, ruled by Sheikh

Tamim bin Hamad. Qatar is the
dominant supplier of gas for Asian
countries. It is also the base for
10,000 American military person-
nel. The Saudi-UAE coalition target-
ing Qatar made 13 humiliating de-
mands, including curbing of its
relations with Iran, with whom
Qatar shares the largest gas field in
the world. The coalition also de-
manded ending of Qatar’s ties with
groups like Hamas and the Hezbol-
lah, apart from closure of the Qatar-
run Al Jazeera Television Network.
These demands were accompanied
by punitive measures such as bans
on travel and transit.

Not surprisingly, Qatar rejected
the humiliating conditions, but ac-
cepted a Kuwaiti ofer of mediation. 

After an ill-advised statement by
President Donald Trump support-
ing the Saudi action, the US realised
that the rift between the Gulf mon-
archies would seriously comprom-
ise its security interests. Secretary
of State Rex Tillerson has urged
Qatar to agree to address mutual
concerns on terrorism. This could
lead to a face-saving way out of the
present impasse and overcoming
the economic blockade. 

But, the role that Turkey and Iran
adopt could prolong political un-
certainty in India’s western neigh-
bourhood. There are signs that the
role of the young crown prince in
Saudi Arabia could well shake the
roots of the Saudi monarchy and
the foundations of stability across
the Arab Gulf states. 

There are reports indicating
Crown Prince Mohamed bin Sal-
man may be challenged by former
Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Nayef, who could rally traditional-
ists, despite evident American sup-
port for Salman. We could see more
uncertainty in the otherwise united
and secretive structure of the land
of Islam’s holiest shrines, in the
months ahead.

The writer is a former High

Commissioner to Pakistan

It has deftly reached out to both Israel and the Arab bloc, at a time when OPEC is struggling with low prices and sectarian strife 

Successful campaign To win friends and influence people, including Israeli

premier Benjamin Netanyahu PTI

India’s well-timed ‘Look West’ policy 

G PARTHASARATHY
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B
ad facts make bad law. And
dodgy shareholder law-
suits may prompt a real
whopper from the US Se-

curities and Exchange Commission.
One of the agency’s commissioners,
Michael Piwowar, suggested last
week that it might allow companies
to ban securities fraud class-action
lawsuits in initial public ofering
documents. That would reverse
decades of policy, cheat future in-
vestors and let wrongdoers of the
hook. Yet questionable claims
against companies in recent years
mean shareholders and their law-
yers would be partly to blame.

Costly litigation is the bane of
corporate America. That’s why com-
panies from AT&T to Wells Fargo re-
quire employees and customers to
resolve disputes individually in the
cheaper, faster forum of private ar-
bitration rather than banding to-
gether in court. The loss of rights
and adequate recompense that ar-
bitration often entails is, for man-
agement, more feature than flaw.

The SEC, though, has long
blocked mandatory arbitration of
shareholder complaints, citing a

prohibition in federal securities
laws against waiving the right to go
to court. The commission also relies
heavily on investor lawsuits to po-
lice the market, given that they pro-
duce more and bigger settlements
than agency investigations do. So
when private-equity firm Carlyle
tried to tuck a mandatory-arbitra-
tion provision into its 2012 IPO fil-
ing, the SEC balked. 

Total about-face
The new SEC seems eager for a start-
ling about-face. In addition to Pi-
wowar’s feisty words, Chairman Jay
Clayton said that he planned to cut
regulations that might discourage
IPOs. He didn’t mention rules
against arbitration specifically but
invited firms to ask the SEC for ex-
emptions from certain disclosure
requirements.

As harmful as this shift could be
for investors, they brought it on
themselves to some extent. The
number of securities-fraud group
lawsuits is nearing record levels,
with the 250 filed from January
through June putting 2017 on pace
to see the most since 2001, when
498 were filed, according to Corner-
stone Research. 

Many of them are probably more
than justified, especially in a post-
financial-crisis world where the
likes of Citigroup, JP Morgan and
many others have coughed up bil-
lions of dollars for transgressions
against shareholders. Behind the
skyrocketing numbers, though, is a
rising rate of bogus claims. Courts
dismissed 38 per cent of securities
class-actions in 2008 but 51 per cent
in 2015, according to Stanford Law
School researchers. 

The category of lawsuits that has

grown the most is litigation that
challenges roughly nine out of 10
big mergers. Another thriving sub-
set is allegations over company mis-
statements about products or oper-
ations. The Stanford researchers
classify them as “non-financial
cases”, more than 60 per cent of
which have been dismissed in re-
cent years.

Among them are accusations of
securities fraud in the wake of dis-
asters, government investigations
and similar events so-called follow-
on cases. Think shareholder litiga-
tion over VW’s rigging of car-emis-
sions tests, an instance of corporate
deceit for which liability to share-
holders seemed clear.

The grey areas
As the statistics imply, though,
other examples are far less clear.
Earlier this month, shareholders of
metals-maker Arconic sued it for se-
curities fraud in connection with
the recent Grenfell Tower fire in
London. The company made the
aluminum-and-polyethylene pan-
els that contractors installed on the
tower’s face and may have fuelled
the fire. 

The lawsuit claims Arconic some-

how misled investors with inad-
equate warnings about the panels.
Victims of the tragedy may well de-
serve generous legal compensa-
tion, but it seems a stretch to argue
that Americans whose stock
dropped should be among them. It
does, however, suggest the kind of
lawsuits companies are up against,
and explains why proposals like Pi-
wowar's can seem justified.

They’re a lousy idea, though. Even
if investors in an IPO knew about a
company’s mandatory-arbitration
requirement, subsequent share-
holders almost certainly would not
dig it out from the buried boiler-
plate in the corporate bylaws or art-
icles of incorporation. Con-
sequently, they would lose their
constitutional right to a jury trial
without reasonable notice. What’s
more, countless studies have
shown that mandatory arbitration
and its typical prohibition on class-
action lawsuits often deprives indi-
viduals of meaningful redress.
Those findings persuaded the U.S.
Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau to issue a rule earlier this
month that would stop banks and
credit-card companies from forcing
arbitration on customers REUTERS

SEC shouldn’t attack IPO investors’ rights
If the US regulator allows companies to ban class action and instead offer private arbitration, it would be a big step backwards 

End it But to what end? 
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A rate cut’s coming

With RBI not cutting the repo rate
during the July review in spite of
CPI headline inflation reaching a
record low of 1.54 per cent, there is
huge expectation of a rate cut in
August. Apart from the low infla-
tionary trend, one should take
into consideration the precarious
financial condition banks are in.
The new RBI norms are expected to
direct banks to set aside 50 per
cent of bad debts taken to the
NCLT and 100 per cent if the
tribunal orders liquidation. This
will put pressure on banks. 

Banks must concentrate on
treasury operations. Foreign
banks may resort to short sale of
securities/bonds to reap huge
profits expecting a rate cut. Thus a
repo rate cut could help banks
generate profits through trading
and revaluation of SLR securities.
Hence a rate cut is imminent.
Srinivasan Velamur
Chennai

The waiver question

This refers to ‘A case of double
standards’ by A Srinivas (From the
Viewsroom, July 26). Any haircut
accepted by banks while settling
dues from corporate is based on
present assets and the scope of
their realisability. There are defin-
ite policy guidelines for writing of
bad loans; these are applicable to
farm loan waivers also. The RBI ob-
jects to waiving loans for all bor-
rowers from a particular geo-
graphical area, simply on the basis
of land holding. This sets a bad
precedent. When borrowers have
suicient assets to repay why write
of such loans? 
S Kalyanasundaram
Email

Beat the problem

This refers to ‘A water-starved In-
dia by 2050’ by Vineeth Menon
and Lakshmi Poti. This is a crisis
that can derail the economic and
social development of the country

and impact the health and liveli-
hood of millions. The silver lining
is that industry and the Govern-
ment are seized of the gravity of
the issue and are implementing
projects to mitigate the crisis. 

The need of the hour is to adopt
sustainable and smart water man-
agement practices at the indi-
vidual and collective levels.
Philip Sabu
Thrissur, Kerala

India extracts more groundwa-
ter than any other country. China
is tackling water shortages in its
NE provinces through the ambi-
tious South-North Water Diversion
Project, which has already cost $22
billion. 

This aims to pump water from
the Yangtze River to Beijing. A pity
that we fight over the SYL canal
and even fill it back in parts out of
mutual spite. 
R Narayanan 
Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh 

Sorry state

It is sad that the family of wrestler
Khashaba Jadhav, who won India’s
first Olympic medal back in 1952,
has had to put up the medal for
auction in order to generate funds
to start a wrestling academy.
Wrestlers need good nutritious
diet and minds free from financial
worry so that they can concentrate
on the sport. Many dedicated
coaches are still training wrestlers
only out of passion for the sport
despite financial constraints. The
Government and sponsoring or-
ganisations should come forward
and allocate suicient funds and
encourage wrestling.
TS Karthik
Chennai

Corruption rules

The BJP has long claimed that it is a
party with a diference. Its claim to
fame is that it is incorruptible. But
the Vyapam scam in Madhya Pra-
desh involving thousands of

crores of rupees, the ₹20,000-
crore petroleum scam of Gujarat,
and the Rajasthan cricket scam
have been convenient glossed
over. The media have also not
shown great interest in them, lead-
ing to the suspicion that they are
friendly to the BJP. 

The medical scam in Kerala and
the allegations involving Venkaiah
Naidu in Telangana are the latest
to hit the BJP. The ₹5.6 crore al-
legedly handed over for approval
from MCI is now said to be “con-
sultation fees” and not a bribe. The
identity of the agents in New Delhi
for the Kerala BJP leaders is not
known. The favours allegedly
shown to Venkaiah Naidu’s son in
the purchase of vehicles by the Tel-
angana government have now
cropped up. The media’s lack of in-
terest in scams involving BJP lead-
ers is telling. The irony is that des-
pite all these scams the BJP claims
the high moral ground. 
G David Milton
Maruthancode, Tamil Nadu

LET TERS TO THE EDITOR Send your letters by email to bleditor@thehindu.co.in or by post to ‘Letters to the Editor’, The Hindu Business Line, Kasturi Buildings, 859-860, Anna Salai, Chennai 600002.

Not that sweet 

After resisting the sugar mill owners’ demand to allow them to
export sugar for over six months, the government has finally
relented to allow them to export around 300,000 tonnes. The
sugar industry had refused to pay sugar farmers, using that as
leverage to get its demands met. The sugar industry claims
that it has managed a 1.8 million tonne surplus this year. This
has left the government in a tough bind. If it allows more
sugar exports, there is little to prevent sugar prices from
spiralling upwards. KARACHI 26 JULY 2017

McCain rescued the senate GOP healthcare bill

It’s hard to ignore the irony of Sen John McCain returning to
Washington from cranial surgery at the Mayo Clinic just to
keep alive a bill that would make health insurance
unafordable to millions of Americans. McCain has been called
a maverick for his willingness to stray from GOP orthodoxy.
Although he’d just voted to let debate begin on McConnell’s
mystery healthcare bill, McCain nevertheless called it “a shell”
that he couldn’t support in its current form, the product of an
indefensible process. LOS ANGELES 25 JULY 2017 

People power and a glimmer of hope 

People power has historically been a powerful force in Poland.
The energy and singular determination of the 1980s grassroots
Solidarity movement played a key role in ending Soviet-
imposed dictatorship in central Europe. Recalling this is
important today, as a polarised country struggles with threats
to democracy levelled not from the outside but from within.
Since 2015, an elected populist and nationalist government has
transformed Poland. LONDON 25 JULY 2017
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ACROSS

01. Sham (5)
04. Bung (7)
08. Trying out (13)
10. Lucid (5)
11. Cast sheep’s eyes at (4)
12. Stretch of water (4)
16. Turn outwards (5)
17. With weight of oice (13)
19. Useful contrivances (7)
20. Recorded (5)
DOWN

01. People out to remove
wreckage (9,4)

02. Space between (3)
03. Smart, neat (6)
04. Season (6)
05. Those who have possession

(6)
06. People detained (9)
07. Bishop’s address (5,8)
09. Got together (9)
13. Take away (6)
14. Neglectful (6)
15. Narrow passage (6)
18. Little, mischievous person

(3)

ACROSS

01. Marshy ground, American, is
not what it would seem (5)

04. One in a bottleneck getting a
red light for each (7)

08. Next green imp one turns out
when trying something new
(13)

10. To pass cheque through the
bank, it’s quite plain (5)

11. Not a nice way to look at a
section of the dogleg? (4)

12. Not good, not bad missing
some sore stretch of water (4)

16. Turn out always on the third
Saturday (5)

17. Writer on sweet vermouth got
Vita back east when
dictatorial (13)

19. Handy things, gismos! (7)
20. Having got it thus recorded,

one knows the answers (5)
DOWN

01. Collapse in tears with one’s
cronies, out to pick up
wreckage (9,4)

02. Where there’s space in
Georgia, Prohibition starts
(3)

03. Neat and dapper bearer of
cones (6)

04. Time of St Luke or St Martin,
say (6)

05. They have (6)
06. Sr Peron is — or was —

responsible for those taken
(9)

07. G: her dirt never upset the
bishop! (5,8)

09. Short oicer voted no leader
but had a whip-round (9)

13. Take away half of them and
wander about (6)

14. Without work rope is, with a
spinster, slack (6)

15. Where it’s narrow, it follows a
branch of study up (6)

18. Mischief-maker in many
places, initially (3)

easy not so easy

ACROSS 1. Diced 4. Fan-mail 8. Alligator 9. Try 10. Laurels
12. Polo 14. Getaway 17. Undo 18. Stretch 20. Gas 21. Brain cell
23. Sunbeam 24. Sinew
DOWN 1. Dead languages 2. Colour 3. Doggerel 4. Fit 5. Norn
6. Action 7. Lay down the law 11. Stays 13. Vagrants 15. Adds on
16. Strewn 19. Oboe 22. Aim

bl two-way crossword 902

SOLUTION: BL Two-way Crossword 901

NOAH SMITH

W
hen the Great Re-
cession hit, China
didn’t hesitate to
open up the fiscal

taps. But the fast-developing coun-
try also embraced another form of
stimulus that was a bit diferent
from what John Maynard Keynes
had recommended — it encour-
aged its banks to start lending a
lot more. They lent money to cor-
porations, local governments and
a variety of private actors. Much of
this lending was financed by the
issuance of so-called wealth man-
agement products (WMPs) — ba-
sically, high-interest loans made
by Chinese households to a variety
of bank-ailiated lenders.

A new paper by economists
Viral Acharya, Jun Qian, and
Zhishu Yang provides a lot of de-
tail about what happened. In
China, there are four
really big banks owned
by the central govern-
ment — Agricultural
Bank of China, Bank of
China, China Construc-
tion Bank and Indus-
trial and Commercial
Bank of China. When
the aftershocks of the Great Reces-
sion threatened the economy in
2009-10, the Chinese government
told its banks to lend more money,
and they did so — the increase in
lending from the Big Four banks
during those two years totalled
about 7 trillion RMB, or $1 trillion.

But that put China’s smaller
banks in a bind. In order to main-
tain regulatory loan-to-deposit ra-
tios, the big banks had to take
more deposits from Chinese
households, and they did this by
ofering better deposit rates and
various other incentives. This cre-
ated stifer competition for smal-
ler banks, forcing them to find
some other source of financing.
Their answer was WMPs, which
they issued indirectly by creating
a large system of so-called shadow
banks. 

China watchers have long been
worried about the risks posed by
the WMPs. As the US experience in

2008 and many other episodes
around the world have shown,
large amounts of high-interest
loans created by complex net-
works of shadowy, unregulated
lenders can be the tinder that
sparks a financial crisis.

Acharya, et al. give some new
evidence to justify this worry. They
show that when WMPs mature, in-
terbank lending rates go up — a
scary indicator for anyone who re-
members the American interbank
freeze-up in 2008. Higher interb-
ank lending rates in turn cause
Chinese bank stocks to fall, with
banks that issued more WMPs fall-
ing by more. WMPs are thus creat-
ing risks for the entire Chinese fin-
ancial system.

But that’s not the only way Chi-
na’s odd, unique form of stimulus
created new risks. There’s also the
issue of who received those loans.
Another paper, by economists Lin

Cong and Jacopo
Ponticelli, shows that
the stimulus fun-
nelled money to low-
productivity state-
owned companies.
From 2000 to 2008,
lending kept shifting
from less productive

companies to more productive
ones, and from state-owned enter-
prises to the private sector. That’s a
sign of a healthy economy. After
2008, though, that positive trend
went into reverse. The quality of
loans has gone down at precisely
the same moment that systemic
risk has risen. 

Naturally, the Chinese govern-
ment is aware of the risks, and is
taking some steps to reduce them.
For example, the authorities are
pushing lenders to lower the rates
of return they ofer on WMPs,
which promises to reduce risky
lending. But these measures may
be too little, too late. 

There’s a lesson here for future
policy makers. When recession
threatens, forcing banks to lend
money cheaply is a very danger-
ous form of fiscal stimulus. 

Countries would be well-ad-
vised to stick with Keynes .

BLOOMBERG 

Lending binge 
How China spoiled its stimulus mission

july 27, 1997

BSE draws blank in fresh listings
The BSE with the largest number of listed companies is
facing a recession of sorts at least in so far as applications
for fresh listings of financial instruments are concerned.
The exchange has not opened its account for applications
for fresh listings this month. This comes on top of listings
sought in earlier months which have been in single digit.
Thus in January this year the exchange had listing
applications for eight equity and one debenture
instrument amounting in value to Rs. 1,661.32 crores. 

ONGC to try out new concept in 3 projects

In A bid to shed its excessively vertically integrated image,
the Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) has embarked
upon a new asset management concept by setting up a
multi- disciplinary group. It has identified three pilot
projects for the purpose. The three projects are to be in
Bombay ofshore, West Cauvery Basin and one in Assam. If
the concept takes of, it would be tried out on other
projects as well. The report of the Strategic Planning Group
of Re- Structuring of Oil Industries (the R Group) had also
categorically stated that, owing to its image of being
vertically integrated, ONGC would be at a disadvantage
vis-a-vis other successful international oil companies. 

Industrial growth in April up 9.8%
Reversing the declining trend over the past five months,
industrial production in April has recorded an impressive
growth of 9.8 per cent. Not only is it the highest industrial
growth rate achieved since October last year, but is also
higher than the 6.71 per cent growth registered for the
1996-97 fiscal. The estimates of the index of industrial
production for April shows this impetus to industrial
growth has been achieved by the robust manufacturing
sector and performance of the mining sector. 

TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAY
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That’s quite a menagerie, but
what’s on your mind?
Arguably the most self-serving
bunch of individuals on Planet
Earth: namely, the Tamil Nadu
MLAs.

What have they done now?
They’ve doubled their pay and
perks, in the middle of one of the
worst droughts in the State, at a
time when allegations of corrup-
tion involving legislators, and
perceptions of them as freeload-
ers, are swirling. It’s an optically
obtuse decision from a lame-duck
Assembly that’s merely marking
time till it’s dissolved. 

But won’t better pay draw
better people into politics?
That argument has been made in
other countries, and there is a
body of research that advances
that claim. Robert J Barro at the
University of Chicago noted in a
1973 paper that designing institu-
tions that promote talented
people to run for oice is a central

issue in political economy. Gary S
Becker and George J Stigler, also at
the University of Chicago, argued
in a 1974 paper that higher salar-
ies for legislators may reduce
moral hazard by incentivising ef-
fort due to fear of losing one’s job.
Other economists make the point
that better pay draws in people
with higher ability. But the jury is
still out on that claim. 

How so?
A 2014 research by
Mitchell Hofman at
the University of
Toronto and Elizabeth
Lyons at the University
of California, titled ‘Do
Higher Salaries Lead to
Higher Performance?
Evidence from State Politicians’,
lends caution to claims that in-
creasing politicians’ salary would
significantly increase the quality
of government. 

What’s the history of paying
MLAs and MPs?
According to a 2009 fact-sheet
from the UK House of Commons
Information Oice, the history of
paying MPs goes back to the 13th
century, when local shires and

boroughs allowed their repres-
entatives certain wages for at-
tending Parliament. Knights re-
ceived four shillings a day, and
so-called burgesses two shillings
a day. But there were curious local
variants as well. 

How curious?
In 1463, the Borough of Wey-
mouth paid its burgesses with a
wage of 500 mackerel!

I knew there’s
something fishy
about legislators’
pay!
In those days, MPs
were paid by their
own electors. That

ended in the 17th cen-
tury, when MPs began to be paid
out of the exchequer. In 1668, ad-
ministrator Samuel Pepys recor-
ded constituents’ agony that
since they were no longer directly
paying their MPs, they had lost
their ‘hold’ on them. 

What’s the rationale of paying
for public service?
In 1909, the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, David Lloyd George,
noted that the payment was “not

a remuneration, not a recom-
pense, not even a salary. It is just
an allowance” intended to “open
the door” to men “who would
render incalculable service to the
State… but who cannot be here
because their means do not allow
it.”

And do our MLAs and MPs
meet that high bar?
It’s unfair to tarnish everyone
with the same brush, but it’s
worth recalling German sociolo-
gist Max Weber’s observations in
a 1918 lecture on ‘Politics as a Voca-
tion’. There are, he said, two ways
of making politics one’s vocation:
either one lives ‘for’ politics or
one lives ‘of’ it. Those who live
‘for’ politics enjoy power or treas-
ure the consciousness that their
lives have meaning in the service
of a ‘cause’. However, “he who
strives to make politics a perman-
ent source of income lives ‘of’
politics as a vocation,” he noted.

And our MPs and MLAs…
… appear, for the most part, to be
living of politics. 
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B The two-day meeting of
BRICS national security
advisors begins today in
Beijing. The meet comes in
the wake of a stand-of
between India and China over
Doklam. Lying at the tri-
junction of India, Bhutan and
China, Doklam is of high
strategic importance to all the
three countries. 

B Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will
inaugurate
the memo-
rial for late
President
APJ Abdul
Kalam in Pei

Karumbu, Tamil Nadu, today.
The memorial houses a huge
bronze statue of Kalam and a
model of the Agni-II missile. 

B The All-India MCC-
Murugappa Gold Cup Hockey
tournament will kick of in
Chennai. The competing 10
teams have been divided into
two pools. The top two from
each group will play each
other in the semi-finals on
August 5. And, the final will be
played on August 6.

B Rolls Royce will take the
covers of its
2018
Phantom in
a world
premiere
today in
London. The

8th generation limousine will
be the centrepiece of a special
event wherein the company
will bring together the most
famous examples of all seven
generations of the Phantom.

B North Korea may carry out
another missile test today, the
64th anniversary of the
signing of the Korean
Armistice Agreement. The day
is celebrated as Victory Day in
North Korea. If the test is
carried out, it will be the
second time Pyongyang has
tested an Inter Continental
Ballistic Missile, after its July 4
rocket launch that caused
global alarm.

AARATI KRISHNAN

A
ttracting the foreign

portfolio money required

to fund growth poses no

challenge for India, given

the many favourable tailwinds, says

Sukumar Rajah, managing director

and chief investment officer for

Asian equity at Franklin Templeton

Investments. Apart from being the

lead portfolio manager of Franklin

Templeton’s India-related funds,

Rajah is responsible for overseeing

regional and multi-country funds

and investment processes at Asia.

BusinessLine caught up with him on

a recent India trip to get his views

on the FPI perception of India, the

languishing capex cycle, and much

more. Edited excerpts

India’s stock market valuation,

at the Nifty price-earnings ratio

of 25, looks expensive from a

historical perspective. Is this a

worry? 

Profit margins in India are unusu-
ally depressed. Earnings growth
in recent times has been chal-
lenged by a few factors. There are
the write-ofs in banks, which
make up sizeable weights in the
Indian benchmarks. There have
been regulatory challenges in the
pharma sector. 

The IT sector, which was a big
contributor to earnings, has gone
into slowdown mode lately. Bank-
ing sector problems have also
taken longer to resolve than we
expected. These factors have
delayed the recovery. But now we
do see a meaningful recovery in
some sectors, such as materials. 

Eventually, bank write-ofs will
have to wind down. Therefore,
earnings recovery will happen. In
large-cap stocks, I don’t think
valuation is much of an issue. The
issue is primarily with mid and
small-cap stocks where a lot of do-
mestic liquidity has flowed in.
Those pockets of over-valuation
do need to correct. 

What is the FPI perception on

the achievements of this

Government? Within India, the

narrative is sharply divided.

The perception is that India’s
long-term prospects are very
good. There may be concerns in
the short-term about valuations.
From the market perspective, mo-
mentum in other emerging mar-
kets may be higher. But the major-
ity view is that India is an
attractive market for the long-
term. Most FPIs also have a reason-
able weight in India in
their portfolios, relative
to the benchmark. The
problem really is that In-
dia’s weight in the global
benchmarks is quite low.
For higher allocations, this needs
to improve. For that to happen,
the free float of this market needs
to expand. 

The Government has cracked

down on round-tripping of

capital, renegotiated tax

treaties and is a signatory to the

anti-BEPS treaty. Will these

actions impact foreign inflows? 

I don’t see a challenge. The fact
that the Current Account Deficit
(CAD) has narrowed considerably
means that India doesn’t require
very high foreign flows at this
juncture. If we did have a large op-
portunity for investment, the CAD
would have widened sharply
through the import of capital
goods and so on. 

The narrow CAD is partially a
sign of weak demand, caused by
the restructuring and rebalan-
cing issues that we are facing.
Once these are sorted out, invest-
ment demand will pick up. Glob-
ally, there is more money than
available opportunities. 

Lately, RBI has also adopted an
inflation targeting framework
with a 4-6 per cent range, mainly
to ensure rupee stability. If the
currency stabilises, the risk per-
ception for India will come down.
If risk perception falls, a reduc-
tion in cost of capital for the eco-
nomy is inevitable. For India, find-
ing foreign money to fund growth
is not the problem.

You were one of the earliest

investors in the Indian software

sector, in the 1990s. Today there

is a lot of despondency about

whether the sector can sustain

its growth rates.

There were certain levers that al-
lowed the Indian software sector
to grow at a high rate. The first
lever was the trend of global IT
services being increasingly out-

sourced to countries like
India. India also rapidly
gained market share
within this pie. These two
levers worked to deliver
far higher growth rates

for Indian software players, com-
pared to the global growth in IT
spending. 

But now, India’s global share in
key categories of IT spending is
already high and the room to ex-
pand this is limited. This means
that the growth in Indian IT com-
panies has to converge towards
the growth in global IT spends,
which is in the single digits. Mar-
gins for Indian firms are under
pressure too, because earlier they
were competing with European
or US-based firms and had a bene-
ficial cost structure compared to
them. 

Now Indian software majors
compete with each other, and
global IT firms have set up shop
here. Can they find new avenues
to grow? It is possible. But it is not
easy, given the manpower profile
that they have worked with so far.
The business has been built on
bread-and-butter stuf, and to
take on cutting edge tasks is quite
diferent. Therefore, we (Franklin
Templeton) are valuing these
companies for much lower
growth rates than we used to. 

What are the macro trends in

India that excite you as an

equity investor? 

Favourable demographics and
the increasing size of the middle
class population are the biggest
drivers. When you have favour-
able tailwinds, it creates demand,
income growth and higher sav-
ings. It is very diicult to fight
demographics. 

If you look at Japan, despite
managing such a high standard of
living, technological excellence
and so on, they’re unable to grow
the economy due to an ageing
population. 

India hasn’t fully capitalised on
its demographic advantage in the
last 10 or 20 years due to weak gov-
ernance. Now, the governance
framework is improving and we
can get a higher benefit from
demographics. 

There’s a view that economic

growth is not creating enough

jobs. What is implication of this

for consumption? 

The perception seems to be that
the Government should manufac-
ture jobs. That’s not correct as
such job creation cannot be sus-
tainable. The Government should
stick to improving governance.
Job creation will automatically
follow. 

All available indicators tell us
that governance is improving.
My accountant was just telling
me that all the interactions
with the Income Tax depart-
ment have moved online.
That’s just one instance. I am
quite confident that job cre-
ation will happen. There is a lag
between governance improve-
ments and job creation. It cannot
happen overnight. 

“Demographics is India’s advantage”

O

But we haven’t fully capitalised on it in the recent past due to weak governance, says market veteran Sukumar Rajah
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“India hasn’t fully capitalised

on its demographic

advantage in the last 10 or 20

years due to weak

governance.”

SUKUMAR RAJAH
MD&CIO-Asian Equity, Franklin
Templeton Investments
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What are risks to this bull

market? Typically, we focus on

domestic factors but market

crashes in India are often

triggered by global events. 

Global risks remain mainly geo-
political. The foreign policy of the
US is a big a challenge. But that is
getting contained lately with the
EU and others taking a stance. A
substantial weakening of the US
economy is a risk too. But unless a
big risk like a war manifests itself,
we don’t really see a big correc-
tion like we saw in 2007-08 after
the global financial crisis, when
there was a synchronous decline
in world markets. 

Global equity markets are not
all that overvalued. The bond mar-
kets are more frothy. People are
over-invested in bonds and will
face more challenges there. I am
therefore positive about diversi-
fied global equity portfolios. 

Emerging markets have under-
performed in recent years and are
therefore quite promising. China-
related fears have abated a little
too and a free fall appears un-
likely. 
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